
600XU is a multifunction timer with 13 functions and 
10 time ranges from 0.1 Sec ~ 1 Sec to 0.3 Hr. ~ 3Hr.

Top knob:- This knob has 10 steps. The function of 
this knob to select a time range. Each step of this knob 
gives times ranges as below

0.1~1 Sec, 0.3~3 Sec, 1~10 Sec, 3~30 Sec, 0.1~1 Min, 
0.3~3 Min, 1~10 Min, 3~30 Min, 0.1~1 Hr, 0.3~3 Hr.

Middle knob: This knob allows the user to set desired 
time period to execute the function within the time 
range selected through top knob. This knob also has 
10 steps. For example, top knob is selected at 3rd 
position which selects the timer in 0~10 Sec time 
range and the middle knob is selected at position 5, 
then timer will operate for 5 Second or will consider 
“T” = 5 Sec as per the timing diagrams explained 
further.

Bottom knob:- This knob selects 1 of the 13 functions 
as mentioned next in each timing diagram. 

** The timer adjustments/programming must be 
made in the power OFF condition **

Please maintain these instructions and review them 
before using the unit:

1. The equipment is built-in type with Class II 
construction and is protected by reinforced insulation.

2. The power should be turned off while wiring and 
maintenance to prevent the risk of electric shock. Do 
not touch any terminal when the power is ON. 

3. Wiring shall be done strictly according to the terminal 
layout with  shortest connections.

4. Fuse Protection: The equipment does not have Built-
in fuse. External fuse of rating 275 DC / 1 A is 
recommended.
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